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There is recognition that an ‘areas’ mobility and micro mobility is important in the service of the emergence of civic + social networks.
Delivering differentiated networks based upon patterns of trust and social engagement
Concept of Area and Neighbourhood
Concept of Area and Neighbourhood: Integration at different scales
Corridors link associated elements at a distance – therefore the implication is that neighboring elements may lack a sense of affiliation unsupported by concept of ‘area’
How can an increased multi modal mobility be accommodated or drive typological change
Are our Infrastructural systems just not big enough!?
Or are we not thinking about them in the right way?
Or they are not consistent enough in scale and dimension to allow innovation
Networks of Distribution: How can they be accommodated in the fabric of the city
Networks of Distribution: How can they be accommodated in the fabric of the city
Extensive networks and effective micro mobility
Is there a consistent and dominant form that can work at multiple scales?
Transformation of existing type: Car park buildings as platforms for a new public landscape.
Absorption: Nolli Plan: a permeable and publicly accessible realm
A Parallel Network: drawing Kings X as Nolli
Opening up the urban block
Opening up the urban block: Verticality
Oxford University: Collegiate space
‘Public’ ground is given a vector and reorganises the grid
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4.2. Campus spatial organisation as urban strategy

1. Mobility grid that creates connectivity, diversity, and porosity

Building integrates paths and environments
4.4. Campus spatial organisation as urban strategy

3- Layered ground planes that encourage multi-tiered interaction and respond to undulating terrain
4.5. Campus spatial organisation as urban strategy

4 - Differentiation and articulation of civic and retail places

A - Original condition:
Monocentric. Too much pressure.
No articulation and hierarchy to deliver urbanity.
One understanding of Amenity, being both Civic and Retail

B - Proposed:
Capitalising on the difference between Retail and Civic to articulate pattern of movement,
create different nodality responding to the terrain to deliver urban impulse

- Theatre in park
- Climbing the wall
- Art in park
- Bike in park
- Cafe in park
- Aviary
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2. COLLABORATIVE SPACE
Urbanised Campus: Connectivity, Diversity and Porosity - supports new micro mobility